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The Active Denial System (ADS) is a non-lethal weapons technology that uses millimeter-wave
directed energy to arrest and deter potential adversaries. Developed by the Air Force Research
Laboratory and the Department of Defense’s Non-Lethal Weapons Program, ADS provides U.S.
forces with a highly effective means of responding to potential threats while also preserving
human life.
Despite its promise, ADS has confronted non-technological challenges in its deployment, most
recently in Afghanistan. This brief analyzes the political, psychological, and sociological barriers
to the use of non-lethal directed energy weapons. Specifically, it surveys the psychological and
sociological biases against radiation-based and non-lethal technology and how these prejudices
were overcome in the past. It also examines potential human rights concerns and political
complications that might arise from the deployment of ADS in population protection operations.
Given these obstacles, the report proposes a series of recommendations for the use of ADS
moving forward.

The Changing Nature of Warfare
The two decades following the conclusion of the Cold War have presented a new strategic and
operational landscape for American military planners. The overwhelming conventional
superiority of the United States has encouraged adversaries to adopt unconventional asymmetric
strategies and tactics.

Rise of Asymmetric Conflict
Given U.S. conventional military supremacy, American forces have increasingly
encountered adversaries who seek to exploit asymmetries in vulnerability, logistics, and
organization through the novel use of strategy, tactics, and technology. This asymmetric
form of warfare avoids traditional force-on-force confrontations in which U.S. forces
dominate. Instead, adversaries seek and use relatively low-cost means to increase U.S.
military and civilian casualties and hinder operations. In addition, these adversaries have
shown a growing tendency to harness information networks to affect the perceptions of
decision-makers and populations in the United States, the host nation, and the
international community.1
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Implications for Population Centric Warfare
Population centric warfare involves those conflicts in which the outcome depends on
garnering and maintaining the support of local and domestic populations, normally
associated with peacekeeping and counterinsurgency (COIN) operations.2 Due to the rise
of asymmetric strategies and tactics, U.S. forces can expect adversaries to increasingly
take advantage of aversion to military and civilian casualties in order to weaken popular
support for U.S. operations. Part of such an effort will be adopting strategies that bait
U.S. forces into overusing their conventional superiority in an attempt to cause greater
civilian casualties and collateral damage. This aversion reinforces the importance to
operational planners of adopting alternative metrics of mission success in population
centric warfare, such as:


Number of civilian casualties;



Collateral damage to civilian infrastructure; and



Domestic and international public opinion.3

Moreover, population-centric warfare reinforces the need for U.S. forces to have a wide
range of non-lethal force options in order to limit civilian casualties and collateral
damage when engaged in peacekeeping and COIN operations.4

The Promise of ADS
The use of conventional lethal and non-lethal weaponry by U.S. forces may cause civilian
casualties and collateral damage, alienating local populations.5 However, ADS is a revolutionary
non-lethal weapon that could mitigate many of the problems U.S. troops face in population
protection missions. ADS uses millimeter wave technology to heat moisture just below the skin’s
surface, creating an intense sensation of heat. This sensation prompts an immediate and reflexive
flight response in the target.
ADS is a unique technology for four reasons:
1. ADS is a single weapon that can provide a spectrum of deterrence options.
Unlike lethal weapons and a variety of non-lethal weapons—such as the TASER,
rubber bullets, pepper spray, and tear gas—ADS can operate along a wide
spectrum of deterrence, as the frequency of its millimeter wave is adjustable. The
device can also be used for a single warning or the repeated deterrence of human
targets.
2.

ADS does not physically damage its targets.
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The intense sensation of heat caused by ADS allows troops or law enforcement to
protect themselves and their assets without having to resort to lethal or even
harmful force. When operated in the 94-95 GHz frequency range, ADS’s
millimeter wave has no long term adverse health effects. ADS’s ability to leave its
targets uninjured, painless, and fully functional post-use is a revolutionary feature
in the realm of non-lethal weapons technology. A 2008 Human Effects Advisory
Panel study showed that ADS repels its targets at a lower temperature than would
cause first- or second-degree burns, and causes no pain, injury, or incapacitation
as soon as targets step out of the millimeter wave beam. During the only incident
in which ADS has been shown to produce injury, it was found that, because of a
technical malfunction, ADS had been operated outside of its standard power and
duration settings.6
3. ADS acts on single human targets, minimizing collateral damage.
Unlike other non-lethal weapons systems, like the Long Range Acoustic Device
(LRAD) or chemical crowd control systems, ADS’s energy beam can precisely
target individuals.7 This feature allows U.S. forces to selectively deter instigators
or potential perpetrators of violence, while minimizing harm to innocent
bystanders.
4. ADS acts at a range and efficacy unprecedented in the realm of nonlethal technology.
ADS exceeds the range of traditional non-lethal weapons allowing for effective
use far beyond the effective range of small arms.8 In addition, traditional forms of
protection against non-lethal weapons, like thick clothing, do not counter ADS’s
millimeter wave.9

ADS: Technical Specifications
In response to its early promise, ADS was designated an Advanced Concept Technology
Demonstration between 2002 and 2007.10 Two ADS models were produced from this
process:


System 1 is mounted on a modified High Mobility Multi-Purpose Wheeled
Vehicle (HMMWV); and



System 2 is a self-contained, box-shaped model transportable via tactical vehicles
larger than the HMMWV.

Both systems use a millimeter wave generator that operates in the 94-95 GHz range. In
2008, System 2 underwent a Capabilities and Liabilities review and was deemed ready
for deployment.11
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Initial Deployment and Public Response
In 2010, ADS was introduced into two theaters—U.S. COIN operations in Afghanistan
and the Los Angeles County prison system—and then withdrawn.12
ADS attracted wide coverage in the media during and after its initial deployment.13 While
most early coverage was neutral and focused on the technical development of ADS, later
coverage emphasized both the positive and negative aspects of the technology.


Positive media coverage centered on the ability of ADS to limit civilian deaths, its
utility in dispersing mass demonstrations, and its technologically novel aspects,
such as its range, economic value, and ability to limit collateral damage.14



Meanwhile, negative media coverage focused on the "science fiction" nature of
the technology (i.e., its ability to cause pain from a distance), the potential for a
backlash among target populations in theaters of use, and possible unanticipated
adverse health effects.15

Political Barriers to the Deployment of ADS
Two characteristics of ADS’s millimeter wave technology pose political problems for its
successful deployment:

1. ADS has the potential to cause severe pain without leaving a visible mark or
physically harming its target.
2. ADS acts silently and invisibly.

These two characteristics produce the following political obstacles to the use of ADS:

Human Rights Concerns
Unethical regimes or personnel could easily deny abuses of ADS, as the device leaves no
physical evidence of its use. In addition, because ADS is a new and radiation-based
technology, there is fear that exposure could lead to long-term health effects. While few
human rights organizations have explicitly commented on ADS, many have expressed
deep concerns regarding the use of non-lethal weapons: An analysis of these concerns
can help shed light on likely future objections to ADS deployment and use.16


Amnesty International: Amnesty International has been the most outspoken critic
of non-lethal weapons, particularly of conducted energy devices (CEDs).17 It has
recommended the recall of all non-lethal weapons on the grounds that their abuse
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is easy to conceal, and that they are potentially deadly if used on targets with
some medical conditions.18


Human Rights Watch: Human Rights Watch does not oppose the use of non-lethal
technology on principle; in fact, it has supported their use as an alternative to
lethal force in places like New York City, Kazakhstan, Tibet, Yemen, and
Uganda.19 However, in a 2007 interview, Marc Garlasco, a former senior military
expert for the organization, argued that, although ADS is preferred to lethal force,
it has the potential to be used excessively due to its non-lethal nature. Law
enforcement literature confirms Garlasco’s fear that the availability of non-lethal
force can prompt an “increase in the total incidence of force.”20 Garlasco also
expressed concern about ADS’s long-term health effects.21



United Nations: In 2004, the UN’s Special Rapporteur on Torture Theo van
Boven released a report on the development and sale of technology specifically
designed to inflict pain.22 In Article 30 of the report, Van Boven concluded that
non-lethal weapons could be used for “torture and ill-treatment” and
recommended extensive testing, “stringent training [for their use], and restrictions
on their transfer.” 23

All of these organizations speculate that states and non-state actors alike could easily
abuse non-lethal weapons with impunity, given that they leave no physical trace. In a
1997 report, Amnesty International alleged that twelve states, including the United States,
had abused CEDs.24 Additionally, Human Rights Watch and United Nations officials
worry that there has been insufficient testing of the long-term medical effects of nonlethal weapon use, especially testing that examines how non-lethal weapon exposure will
interact with pre-existing medical conditions.

Psychological and Sociological Biases
There is currently a low level of awareness of ADS among the general public. However,
ADS is similar to other radiation-based technologies with which the public is familiar
and researchers have documented an entrenched psychological bias against these
technologies. This bias is likely to pose a significant obstacle to the use of ADS at home
and abroad. For example:


In a 2000 study, Lennart Sjoberg reported that radiation was one of the four most
frightening phenomena according to approximately 700 participants who were
surveyed about a variety of terrifying situations. Additionally, when asked about a
Chernobyl-like nuclear disaster, participants indicated that they were more afraid
of the mere presence of radiation than the actual catastrophic nature of the
accident. The participants also said that they felt radiation technology was
“tampering with nature”.25
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A number of psychological studies have shown that radiation is one of the four
main “modern health worries” that have resulted from the emergence of new
technologies.26 Individuals for whom radiation is a primary worry also reported
experiencing increased physical sensitivity to the effects of radiation-based
technologies.27



Victims of nuclear accidents, such as those in Chernobyl in 1986 or Fukushima in
2011, suffer from more persistent psychological trauma than victims of natural
disasters where the physical damage incurred was of a comparable scale.28

There are two characteristics of radiation technology that most worry the public and
could cause it to view ADS as a particularly frightening weapon:

1. Radiation has the potential to cause permanent damage.
Unlike conventional weapons, radiation is known not only to cause immediate
contamination but also long-term, irreversible biological damage.29 The potential
for permanent injury underlies the fear of and hostility towards radiation
technologies. For example, there was a substantial public backlash to the use of
depleted uranium ammunition in the Gulf War by U.S. forces in the early 1990s.30
Despite medical testing that indicates the technology is safe, ADS’s use of
radiation could also spark fears that it is carcinogenic.31

2. Radiation invisibly penetrates the human body.
Traditional weapons, like bullets, cause successive levels of pain as they visibly
penetrate a target’s body. But like other radiation-based technologies, the effect of
ADS is invisible. Its millimeter wave imperceptibly and inaudibly causes a
sensation of burning under the surface of the skin and cornea while leaving the
skin’s outer surface intact.
Radiation’s invisible penetration of the human body is problematic for the
acceptance of ADS on two levels.
First, the ability of radiation to leave no trace while causing internal damage gives
radiation technologies the stigma of “tampering with nature.”32 As such, they are
viewed as more frightening than new technologies that use more conventional
delivery mechanisms.33 Because ADS could be perceived as invisibly tampering
with human biology, it is more likely to be met with public resistance than other
forms of non-lethal weaponry.
Second, in cultures where folklore plays a significant role in group identities,
ADS may be perceived as a magical or supernatural instrument of evil. Therefore,
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ADS has the potential to be used as a tool to turn the population against U.S.
military operations.
Insurgent and counterinsurgent leaders alike have manipulated local beliefs in
superstition for strategic gain in asymmetric conflicts, such as those in the
Philippines, the Congo, and India.34 For example, the Filipino government scared
away Han rebels from their strongholds in 1953 by convincing them that vampires
resided there.
Consequently, ADS could be a powerful propaganda tool for insurgents in
missions like Afghan COIN operations, where tribal populations hold
superstitions against invisible “jinns” who cause misfortune or illness.35 Because
ADS acts with no visible cause-effect mechanism, U.S. forces will have difficulty
proving to target populations that ADS is not the root cause of later misfortunes
among them.36 Furthermore, insurgent leaders may convince local populations
that, even when they do not feel the burning sensation that accompanies ADS,
they are continuously exposed to radiation because of the presence of ADS.
Acceptance of new technology occurs not only through spreading awareness of its
benefits, but also through a long-term process of socialization.37 Conducting a few
successful and effective test missions will be crucial in helping domestic and foreign
populations understand ADS’s safety and usefulness.
Further, ADS deployment must be accompanied by aggressive efforts to gain the support
of tribal or traditional authorities for use of the weapon. Any information campaign
addressing the fears of ADS within a population must take into account local norms,
religions, and superstitions.

Legal Challenges
The increase of non-lethal weapon use in combat has raised concerns regarding their
compliance with the two principles of in jus bello, or the legal concept of “justice in
war”:38


Discrimination: In jus bello dictates that force must not be used against
noncombatants. While the application of this concept within the framework of
lethal force is straightforward, its application to the use of non-lethal weapons is
contested, as non-lethal weapons are often used with the express knowledge that
they may target civilians.39



Proportionality: In jus bello dictates that “enemy combatants should not be
subjected to unnecessary suffering and superfluous injury.”40

The potential legal obstacle to the use of non-lethal weapons is that they “reduce lethality
by making force itself less lethal while also increasing the likelihood of civilian exposure
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to that force.”41 For ADS in particular, discrimination is a bigger concern than
proportionality. The utility of ADS to the U.S. Armed Forces lies in its ability to
determine the intent of approaching individuals; therefore, ADS’s mandate is, in part, to
be used against non-combatants. As Human Rights Watch’s Marc Garlasco discussed, the
use of ADS is ethically and legally problematic because it is likely to be employed more
frequently against non-combatants than lethal weapons.
While ADS does not violate any explicit international statues on weapon use in military
operations, the 1997 Additional Protocol to the Geneva Conventions provides concrete
legal guidelines that should shape future ADS deployments. Article 35.2 of the
Additional Protocol reads: “it is prohibited to employ weapons, projectiles, and methods
of warfare of a nature to cause superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering.” Therefore,
when ADS is used, the group responsible for deployment must demonstrate that it does
not cause superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering.42

Recommendations for Fielding and Improving ADS
This brief presents a series of recommendations for combating the potential obstacles to the use
of ADS. It is crucial that these political barriers are overcome if ADS is to be employed in
conflicts where population support is a key metric for success.

Human Rights Concerns
Human rights organizations are primarily concerned with three possibilities:


ADS will be abused without leaving physical evidence on its victims.



Because ADS is non-lethal, operators will feel more comfortable using it either
indiscriminately or more often.



ADS may cause long-term health effects and be lethal to targets with prior
medical conditions.

To combat these concerns, this brief recommends the following:


Recommendation #1: Limit ADS ownership to U.S. forces or allies with strong
human rights records.
While the United States can enforce standard operating procedures for ADS
among U.S. operators, it cannot control how ADS is used by other states. In light
of the sensitive nature of ADS, we recommend that ADS or civilian-made
equivalents (e.g., Raytheon’s “Silent Guardian”) should not be sold to foreign
actors through Foreign Military Sales (FMS) or Direct Commercial Sale (DCS),
except to close allies with strong human rights records.
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At present, ADS has not been labeled by the DOD as a “program of record,” and,
therefore, it does not qualify for transfer under the FMS program. 43 However, this
does not preclude the sale of civilian-produced equivalents, such as the “Silent
Guardian,” through the process of DCS.44 Additionally, the DOD should take
steps to ensure that ADS does not fall into the hands of irresponsible or unstable
foreign actors through theft of the device.
Preventing unwanted foreign acquisition of ADS is particularly important as the
technology has not yet been used in a large-scale deployment by U.S. forces. If
abused by foreign governments, the technology will lose much of its strategic
utility for U.S. forces. In addition to eliminating an existing technological
superiority, foreign use will undermine U.S. efforts to encourage a positive public
perception of the device. More specifically, the misuse of ADS technology by
foreign governments likely will result in the weapon being labeled as a tool of
oppression.


Recommendation #2: Equip ADS units with video recording systems and establish
a credible chain of command for the recordings of ADS use.
Every ADS unit should be equipped with a tamper-proof video recording
mechanism that tracks the user, date, time, duration, and beam intensity of each
instance when the millimeter wave is fired and sends this data to a central
database. Similar recording mechanisms are found in the TASER’s AXON
device, which exports video recordings of police TASER use to an external
database via a camera attached to the officer’s head. This allows officers to show
the precise situations they faced when using the TASER. A digital fingerprint on
each file ensures that the video recordings in the central database cannot be
tampered with.45 Recordings of ADS uses should regularly be made available to
the international media, human rights organizations, and senior commanders to
demonstrate the appropriate use of the device.46
This modification will serve two important purposes:
First, keeping permanent records of ADS uses will protect U.S. troops from
wrongful prosecution should hostile target populations make false allegations of
abuse. Mitigating the potential for such accusations will not only assuage fears
that U.S. troops may have about using this technology, but will also protect the
reputation of the U.S. Armed Forces internationally and among populations where
ADS is deployed.
Second, installing a permanent data recording and transmission capability will
help the United States identify any ADS abuse by its forces. This capability will
allow the United States to punish those operators who violate the established
standard operating procedures.
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Recommendation #3: Outline clear operational and tactical doctrines.
ADS deployment and operational training should include a “Use of Force
Continuum,” such as the one employed by many U.S. police departments, and
should look to protocols for the use of CEDs, like the TASER, as models.47 For
example, by developing a new doctrine that linked specific suspect behaviors with
appropriate responses, the Orlando Police Department doctrine substantially
improved the public image of CEDs.48 In the case of ADS, it will be important to
tailor these tactical doctrines to the specific operational conditions in each theater
where ADS is used.49



Recommendation #4: When possible, publicize the punishment of any troops who
abuse ADS.
It will be important to demonstrate to both the U.S public and the international
community that there will be tough oversight of ADS use. Police departments in
the United States and abroad have sought to reassure a skeptical public by widely
publicizing incidents in which officers were punished for CED-related
infractions.50 This practice would be particularly important when deploying a
system in a delicate operational environment, such as COIN. Therefore, when
military guidelines permit, any punishments following incidents of abuse should
be publicized to demonstrate that the U.S. Armed Forces are committed to
maintaining a positive relationship with populations among whom ADS is
deployed.



Recommendation #5: Fund independent medical research on health conditions
that could make the use of ADS dangerous.
The U.S. government should fund further independent research on medical
conditions that may amplify the severity of ADS’s effects. Additional research
will increase public confidence in the findings of the 2008 Human Effects
Advisory Panel study of ADS. CEDs faced similar concerns and, in response,
studies were conducted to determine the effect of CED use on targets that had
different levels of intoxication or preexisting heart conditions.51

Psychological, Sociological, and Legal Concerns
The use of millimeter wave radiation by ADS raises four psychological, sociological, and
legal obstacles to public acceptance of the device:


Even harmless irradiation is widely associated with permanent damage.



Radiation is perceived as “tampering with nature.”
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Due to its invisible, inaudible operating mechanism, the use of ADS may be
exploited by adversaries in theaters of use where local superstitions are rampant.



ADS violates the discrimination principle of jus bello. In trying to use ADS to
determine intent, operators will likely target innocents as well as belligerents.

To combat these concerns, this brief recommends the following:


Recommendation #6: Associate ADS with commonplace radiation technologies in
public relations campaigns.
Associating ADS with a harmless device, such as the airport body scanner that
uses similar millimeter wave radiation, will encourage a positive (or at least
neutral) view of the technology. Not only will this association quell fears that
ADS could cause permanently harmful health effects, but it will diminish ADS’s
current negative association with microwave oven technology and the
corresponding fear of being ‘cooked’ when exposed to its beam.



Recommendation #7: Rename ADS.
Operators should choose a name for ADS that is free of negative language like
“denial.” Renaming the device will help limit the association of ADS with
negative terms like “pain ray” or “microwave” that are prevalent in media
coverage, which reinforce stereotypes that all radiation technologies tamper with
nature.
Additionally, ADS should be given a name that emphasizes its use as a tool of
non-lethal engagement and cooperation with target populations. In the case of
LRAD, the military focused on the loudspeaker aspect of the device to reinforce
the perception that it is mainly a defensive system. LRAD was labeled an
“acoustic hailing device,” which emphasized that its purpose is to warn and
communicate with civilians.52 “Active denial” indicates that operators of the
system are opposed to their targets, even if those targets are innocent or are
approaching U.S.-manned posts to seek council or to express legitimate
grievances. This notion is counterproductive to the goals of population-centric
U.S. missions.
Any new name should emphasize the defensive aspects of the system or its role in
determining target intent. For example: Area Defense System (ADS), Non-lethal
Intent Determination System (NLIDS), or Millimeter Wave Deterrence System
(MWDS).53
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Recommendation #8: Include optional warning mechanisms with ADS.
Introducing warning signals with ADS is an important step towards mitigating
public fear of the device due to the invisibility of its beam. A warning signal
would be a particularly useful addition to the device in theaters where the local
population has superstitions against invisible, malevolent entities.
Most audio and visual warning systems have a shorter range than ADS and,
therefore, would be ineffective. However, the laser dazzler, a non-lethal weapons
technology that uses laser technology to cause temporary vision impairment and
disorientation in subjects could be an effective warning system. Unlike traditional
warning mechanisms, it has a range similar to that of ADS. Pairing ADS with a
laser dazzler would allow operators to provide targets with early warning and
allow for a greater spectrum of deterrence. For example, a laser dazzler could
signal to an individual that he or she is being targeted by ADS. If the dazzler fails
to deter a target, then ADS could be used to inflict increasing levels of pain,
starting with a mild sensation of heat and progressing to an intense burning
sensation, to alter the target’s behavior.
Another option would be a warning system where potential targets could opt to
receive cell phone messages announcing when the device is present or in use. This
warning system would require cooperation with authorities with access to the
local phone systems. But the primary advantage of a warning system would be
that it allows direct interaction with a sizeable portion of the target population,
further mitigating the negative political and psychological effects of ADS use.54
A warning system, combined with clear tactical doctrines and recording
mechanisms, also demonstrates the desire to minimize its use on civilians. These
steps will go a long way to mitigate concerns of ADS violating the discrimination
principle of jus bello legal theory.



Recommendation #9: Hold domestic public demonstrations coinciding with
deployment.
When ADS is introduced in a theater, it should be frequently and publicly
demonstrated to preempt misperceptions or rumors. A common tactic to promote
CED acceptance has been public demonstrations on local police officers.55
The “media days” held to demonstrate ADS between 2007 and 2012 are examples
of such outreach campaigns. Any future deployment should include further
outreach efforts, not only in the United States, but also among target populations.
Ideally, demonstrations will include local elites, as respected leaders will play a
critical role in encouraging positive dialogue about the technology.
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Recommendation #10: Publicize the challenges necessitating the deployment of
ADS.
Another important step to overcoming political barriers to ADS deployment is to
convince the American public of the need for ADS to protect our soldiers in the
field. Before deployment, the need for ADS should be explained to the U.S.
population. This outreach effort should include short films chronicling life for
soldiers manning checkpoints or tasked with base defense in Afghanistan.
These outreach efforts should be distributed through traditional media and online
media distribution sources, including YouTube. Current ADS demonstration
videos have already reached a wide audience, displaying the potential of online
media for shaping public perception of ADS.

Conclusion
ADS is a promising non-lethal technology for the U.S. Armed Forces, performing an important
role in an era where U.S. military engagements are defined by population protection. To be
deployed successfully, however, ADS must overcome political, sociological, and psychological
barriers among the U.S. public and target populations. Public acceptance of ADS is crucial both
to achieve domestic support for its deployment, as well as to facilitate the very purpose of ADS,
which is to foster a positive relationship between the U.S. Armed Forces and the populations
among which they operate. In this brief, we have identified the primary barriers to the successful
use of ADS and have suggested steps that the U.S. military can take to address these concerns.
Should these barriers be overcome, ADS has the potential to become the vanguard technology of
an emerging class of weapons that fill a crucial gap in the current capabilities of the U.S. Armed
Forces.
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